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Goals
● Giving space or platform for the member of Doctrine UK to write short 

articles by following the journalistic guidelines.
● Redirecting something specific (scientifically) to more generalised writing, 

i.e. popular science article.

Submission requirements
● Short text (500-800 words).
● Written by single author or co-authored.
● Bahasa Indonesia or English.



Have ideas and 
need any 

assistance about 
developing the 

article?

We are also welcoming ideas 
submission!

● You can send us your idea 
about the article in the form of 
pointers (PPT or Word).

● After reviewing your idea, we 
can advise you on what to 
improve.

● Or if your idea is good already, 
you can proceed with the 
writing!  :D



Journey of the article

1

Editor approach or 
author pitch Agree brief

2

Write and edit

3

Approve and 
publish

Publication on the 
website of Doctrine UK

4

Republishing in 
other media

Further publication on 
other platform owned by 
Doctrine UK for further 

traction

5

Post-publication 
engagement / 

impact recorded

6

Processing Time
● We aim to respond to the submission within a week.
● There could be a maximum of 3 revisions, depending on your writing.
● The processing time will be around 2 weeks. From approval to publication 

(revision periods excluded).



Journalism value of academic expertise
● New research

○ Introducing your research.
○ Explaining new findings.
○ Providing new insights.

● News analysis, comment or opinion
○ Comment or analysis of topical issues.
○ Event-led response.

● Timeless stories or questions.
○ Interesting stories.
○ Answer an interesting question.

● Explanation
○ Show how something is done.
○ Straightforward explanation of special 

terminology, process or event.

● Personal stories
○ Insight from own experience.
○ Voices drawn from your research.



Submission types
Article

● Pop-science based on your research or 
expertise.

● It could also be about theory explanation.

Methodological Support

● Methodology- and tools-based writings to 
support data processing or analysis.

PhD Life Hacks

● A more informal submission, based on 
personal experience during your study, 
mainly about non-academic life.

● To promote the value of work and life 
balance.



Top tips! ● You don’t have to dumb down, 
but ideas need to be expressed 
clearly for non-specialist 
readers.

● Be consistent with the 
language. Avoid using English 
words in Bahasa Indonesia 
articles and vice versa (except 
if there’s no accurate 
equivalent word).

● Think about your audience. 
They are educated and curious 
but probably not interested in 
diving through dense details.

● Tell the readers something 
they don’t know and why it 
matters. Why should they 
care?



Ready to contribute? Great!



Send your ideas or writings to 
km@doctrineuk.org!

One of our team will be glad to run you 
through the editorial process.

Where to 
submit?

mailto:km@doctrineuk.org


We hope to see 
your submission 
soon!


